
INT. CAPITOL BUILDING ROTUNDA, THE CAPITOL - NIGHT

The great dome of the Capitol’s headquarters towers above

KATNISS EVERDEEN, who stands before an ungodly monstrosity.

The creature is made of cold, jagged metal with dozens of

spiderlike limbs extending down its serpentine body. The

head of a bearded man can be seen in its chest, surrounded

by a cage of lifeless steel. He is PRESIDENT SNOW. From the

ceiling hang two bodies, wriggling helplessly inside cocoons

of wire hundreds of feet above the ground. Katniss’ bow is

trained on Snow’s head. Her fingers are trembling, barely

clutching on to the string.

SNOW

Did you really think it would be

that easy, Miss Everdeen? That you

could march upon my stronghold and

demand that I surrender? Oh no, I

couldn’t make it that easy for

Katniss Everdeen, the most wanted

fugitive in Panem, traitor to the

Capitol.

KATNISS

You’re the only one who has

betrayed the Capitol, Snow! Your

nation is built on the bodies of

the children! You tear families

apart, force them to watch their

children murdered, and for what?

For your entertainment?

SNOW

Oh yes, I’m just an old man who

finds joy in destroying the lives

of innocent people, unlike the

brave hero. I’m sure the citizens

of the Capitol are simply floored

by you and your band of outlaws

burning their city to the ground

and forcing them to rebuild from

the smoldering ruins of their old

world. Yes, you are Katniss the

Liberator, come to free the thralls

from their enslavement. If only you

could see yourself the way I do.

The truth is, Katniss, that you are

just as much a murderer as-

Katniss lets loose her arrow, but Snow’s spider legs form a

barrier that blocks the shot. Before she can blink, the

arrow is replaced by a fresh shot.
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KATNISS

I’m not playing your games anymore,

Snow. Nobody else has to die. Just

let them go and walk away.

SNOW

No, my dear girl, you are not in a

position to negotiate.

Snow scuttles up the walls of the rotunda and crawls out to

the dangling figures. With a single slash of his legs, the

figures’ true identities are revealed; the bodies belong to

the lifeless GALE HAWTHORNE and PEETA MELLARK, the sexiest

boys in Panem.

KATNISS

No... it can’t be.

SNOW

Yes, dear Katniss, isn’t it grand?

The two cutest boys in the world,

inches away from death. This is

where the fun begins.

KATNISS

Let them go!

SNOW

No, Miss Everdeen! If you want your

freedom so badly then you must make

sacrifices!

KATNISS

I will end you, Snow.

SNOW

No you won’t. The moment my heart

stops beating the webs will

disappear and both cure boys will

turn into cute splatters. You have

to choose... choose which boy

should live and which should die.

KATNISS

You’re insane.

SNOW

What is truly insane is the number

of cute boys who flock to you just

to bask in your presence. Yes, the

cutest boys, with their adorable

smiles and tight little buttocks.

It is only fair to the rest of the
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SNOW (cont’d)
world that you give up one of these

tantalizingly cute boys to even the

playing field. So which will it be?

KATNISS

I... I can’t...

SNOW

It is quite easy, just take aim and

let the arrow fly. Whichever hunky

boy remains shall be your BF for

the rest of eternity.

KATNISS

I love them... I love them both

so much.

Katniss’ aim drifts slowly between snow and the hunky boys.

SNOW

You know who to choose. Yes, it is

true. The boys may be cuter than

all the other boys, but maybe one

has the sexier abs or the other has

the more plump, kissable lips. Do

you like smooching or laying your

head on a set of sexy abs, Miss

Everdeen?

KATNISS

I choose... I-I choose... neither!

Katniss shoots two arrows at once, each piercing the skull

of a separate hunky boy. The ground begins to shake

violently. The walls of the rotunda bend and crack,

SNOW

This is madness! Do you not

understand?! A world without hunky

boys is chaos! Hunky boys are the

force that binds the universe

together and holds the onslaught of

entropy. The world was not prepared

for such a sudden loss of hunkiness

and it is revolting! Soon it will-

The negative hunk level creates a singularity that swallows

the Capitol, Panem, and the rest of the planet. The

singularity collapses into a solitary pinprick of light and

the universe now starts anew.


